
4. I’m Peter. My favorite animal in the wild is a very large grey animal with four legs, two tusks and a trunk. 

Which of the following shows Peter’s favorite animal?

A)  B) C)  D) 

1. 

This text gives information about elephants’  
....................................  .

A) size B) lifespan

C) prey D) habitat

2. 

Type : Mammal
Diet : Carnivore
Lifespan : 12 to 15 years in the wild
Habitat : Forests of South America

Jaguar

According to the information above, which of 
the following is NOT correct about jaguars?

A) They give milk to their babies.

B) They prefer living in the desert.

C) They can live for about fifteen years in the 
wild.

D) They eat only meat.

3. What do you look for in a class president?

He / She must be ..................................... .
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honest hardworking cheerful crea�ve not stubborn

Candidates for
the Class President

Personality

Ethan
 always tells the truth
 doesn’t always do

      his homework

Olivia
 changes her mind 
easily

 never tells lies

Peter

 has a lot of new ideas 
and he is good at 
using them

 smiles all the time

Sheila

 never changes her 
mind

 always does her 
homework on time

Who has the best chance to win the class 
presidency election?

A) Ethan  B) Olivia 

C) Peter  D) Sheila

Elephants are the world’s largest land animal! 
Male African elephants can be as tall as 3m 
tall and weigh between 4,000 -7,500 kg. Asian 
elephants are a bit smaller. They can reach 
2.7m tall and weigh 3,000– 6,000 kg.
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Read the famous British writer Charles Dicken’s biography and answer the questions 5-6. 

5. Which of the following does NOT have an answer above?

A) How many children did he have?

B) What are some of his works?

C) When did he get married?

D) Where was he born?

6. According to the information, Charles Dickens ............................... .

A) was fifty-eight when he lost his life

B) was younger than his wife

C) wrote his first book in 1860

D) had a very good education

7. Erhan : Hello. I’m from Turkey and I live in Ankara. I’m happily married with two kids. I want to watch 
a movie with my kids, Selin and Doğu. Selin is sixteen and she hates frightening films. Doğu 
is ten years old. He really likes feel-good family movies. I really don’t want my kids to see 
violence on TV.

Which of the following shows the sign on a TV show appropriate for Erhan and his kids?

A)  B)  C)  D) 

Birth February 7, 1812, in Portsmouth, England

Education He left school at the age fifteen and went to work. He wrote stories 
and articles for magazines and newspapers.

Family married Catherine Thomson Hogarth (1816 – 1879), had ten children

Famous works Oliver Twist (1838), A Christmas Carol (1843), David Copperfield (1850), 
A Tale of Two Cities (1859), Great Expectations (1860)

Death June 9, 1870
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8. 
My favourite sports are jogging 

and cycling.

I enjoy going hiking and ice-
skating. I find them exciting.

I’m interested in playing table 
tennis and doing judo.

I really love playing football and 
going roller skating.

EmilyEmily

TinaTina

PaulPaul

RichardRichard

According to the information above, who 
likes only indoor sports?

A) Emily B) Tina

C) Richard D) Paul

9. Ethan : .......................................... ?
Peter : I speak English, French, Spanish and 

German.
Ethan : .......................................... ?
Peter : English is my mother language. I learnt 

Spanish when my family moved to 
Barcelona when I was eight. I studied 
in a private school there. They taught 
me French and German.

Ethan : .......................................... ?
Peter : He worked for the government. He 

was a diplomat, so we lived in many 
countries like Germany, Belgium and 
Malta.

Which of the following does NOT complete 
the conversation?

A) What languages do you speak

B) How did you learn so many languages

C) How long did you live in Germany

D) What was your father’s occupation

10.   

Weddell Seal

Type: Mammal
Diet: Carnivore
Average Lifespan: 30 years
Habitat: Weddell seals spend 
much of their time under the 
Antarctic ice.

Which of the following is correct about 
Weddell seals?

A) They live for about thirteen years in the wild.

B) They give birth to their babies.

C) They eat only plants. 

D) They spend most of their time above water.

11. 
I’m Tony. My favorite sport 
is a team sport. In this sport, 
players use their hands 
or arms to hit a ball over 
a net. Six players in each 
team play the game and 
the players’ goal is to score 
points to win the set.

Which of the following game does Tony 
describe?

A) Tennis B) Football

C) Basketball D) Volleybal

2
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12. The following timeline shows the important 
events in the life of Martin Luther King Jr.

1929- born in Atlanta

1944- graduates from high school and 
enters Morehouse College shortly after 
that

1948- receives a degree in sociology 
from Morehouse College

1953- marries Coretta Scott

1963- gives the ‘I have a dream’ speech

1968- killed

Which of the following is NOT correct 
according to the timeline about Martin 
Luther King Jr. above?

A) He was fifteen years old when he graduated 
from high school.

B) He got married five years after he graduated 
from university.

C) He lost his life at the age of thirty-nine.

D) He started his university education in 1948.

13. Eva : .......................................... ?
Angelina : I’m really interested in reading 

biographies.
Eva : .......................................... ?
Angelina : I enjoy reading about celebrities.
Eva : .......................................... ?
Angelina : I liked reading “Amy, My Daughter” 

by Mitch Winehouse. I’m thinking of 
reading it again this summer.

Which of the following does NOT complete 
the conversation?

A) Who’s your favorite celebrity

B) What kind of books do you like reading

C) What’s your favorite biographical book

D) Who do you mostly like reading about

14. 

Which of the following should we use to fill in 
the blanks in order? 

A) Carnivores Reptiles mammals

B) Mammals Reptiles birds

C) Herbivores Carnivores reptiles

D) Mammals Birds herbivores

15. 

outgoing

cheerful

honest

punctual

hardworking

DavidDavid

Which of the following is NOT related to 
David’s personality?

A) He never tells the truth.

B) He can make friends easily.

C) He always comes to class on time.

D) He never forgets to do his homework.

 ......................... are warm-blooded animals 
with hair. They feed on milk when they 
are born.

 ......................... are air-breathing animals. 
Scales or bony plates cover their bodies.

 Most ......................... can fly. Most of them 
can also jump, swim, dive and run.
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16. 

In the paragraph above, there is NO 
information about Ally’s  .......................... .

A) profession  B) appearance

C) age  D) favorite TV programs 

17. According to the text, Ally ............................. .

A) prefers watching discussion programs to TV 
series

B) thinks learning to speak Turkish is very easy

C) really enjoyed watching the first episode of 
Zor Hayatlar

D) can speak Turkish very well

18. George : The whole film was nonsense. The 
characters were stupid, and the story 
was too long.

Elliott : I really like Brad Pitt’s acting, but the 
message of the film was useless.

Timothy : I usually enjoy watching action films, 
but this one was really boring.

Ashley : Watching this film was an amazing 
experience for me. It really taught me  
a lot.

Who found the film interesting?

A) George B) Elliott

C) Timothy D) Ashley

Read the text below and answer the 
questions 19-20.

                   

19. Which of the following does NOT have an 
answer in the text? 

A) What movie does Sheila like most? 

B) What kind of films does Sheila like? 

C) What is Hachiko about? 

D) Who is Parker?

20. Kate : What do you think about Laura?

William : She’s thoughtful and friendly. She 
listens to me patiently when I tell her 
my problems.

Molly : I think she is a selfish girl. She always 
thinks of herself and never shares 
things. 

Daniel : She is a bit stubborn. She never 
changes her mind. It’s difficult for me 
to make friends with her.

Fiona : She is an honest girl. She never tells 
lies to me. She’s also cheerful. I really 
have fun with her.

According to the conversation, who has a 
good relationship with Laura?

A) William and Molly B) Molly and Daniel

C) Daniel and Fiona D) Fiona and William

Hello. My name’s Ally and I’m twenty years 
old. I’m Canadian, but I study at a university 
in Turkey. At the moment, I’m trying to learn 
how to speak Turkish. Turkish is a difficult 
language for me. One of my classmates 
suggested watching Turkish TV series. I don’t 
really like watching them. I usually watch 
documentaries or discussion programs on TV, 
but my friend recommended a few series and 
he said watching TV series was the easiest way 
to learn Turkish, so I tried watching the first 
episode of a TV series called “Zor Hayatlar.” I 
really couldn’t stand it. I thought it was too 
long. I fell asleep watching the first episode.

I’m Sheila. My favorite film is “Hachiko”. In 
the movie, a young boy called Ronnie tells a 
story to his class about his personal hero; his 
grandfather’s dog, Hachiko. It’s a lost little dog 
at the train station. His grandfather, Parker, finds 
him and takes him home. He always takes care 
of him and teaches him a lot of things. Soon, 
they become close friends.  Every morning, 
Hachiko walks with Parker to the station and 
waits for him there until he comes back home 
from work. One day, Parker suddenly gets ill 
at work and dies soon after, but the dog can’t 
accept this and never stops waiting for him 
even in freezing cold weather.
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21. Linda and Anna want to watch TV together. The following lists show what kind of programs they are 
interested in.

Linda likes watching Anna enjoys watching
 films that make her laugh at.

 TV programs to learn about animals, history, 
nature etc.

 people compete in answering questions.

 funny stories.

 TV programs to learn how to cook well.

 what is going on in the world.

Which of the following can Linda and Anna watch together?

A) A comedy film    B) A quiz show

C) A documentary film    D) The news

22. Peter, Daniel and Lisa are planning to attend a fancy dress party. They want to wear animal costumes.
Peter wants to look like a reptile. It lives both in water and on land. It’s got big sharp teeth.
Daniel wants to look like a flying carnivore. It kills other birds and animals for food.
Lisa wants to look like a carnivore. It can run faster than any other animal on Earth.

Which of the following costumes will they NOT wear?

A)  B)  C)  D) 

23. 
I. A crocodile  a reptile with a long body and no legs. Some of them can be poisonous.

II. A rhino  
a small brown animal with a long tail. It uses its hands to climb trees and lives in 
hot countries.

III. A giraffe  looks like a horse but has black and white lines all over its body.

IV. A whale 
a very large animal. It lives in the sea and looks like a fish, but it is actually a 
mammal.

Which of the following matching pair is correct? 

A) I B) II C) III D) IV

24. David is watching TV and he hears the following sentences in the TV program.

“There are only two northern white rhinos left on the planet because of overhunting and loss of habitat. 
Can science save the last of these giants?”

Which of the following TV programs is David watching?

A) A sitcom  B) A soap opera  C) A documentary D) The weather forecast
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25. John : .......................................................?

Alison : I’m honest, cheerful and a little bit 
stubborn.

John : .......................................................?

Alison : No, I always care about others and love 
sharing.

John : .......................................................?

Alison : Yes, I’m usually relaxed and calm and 
many of my friends find it easy to get 
along with me.

Which of the following does NOT complete 
the conversation?

A) What are you like

B) Who do you get along with best in your 
classroom

C) Are you an easy-going person

D) Do you think you are a selfish person

26. David : I would like to know about the daily 
events around the world.

Peter : I like watching people when they 
compete with each other by trying to 
answer difficult questions.

Jason : I enjoy learning about the daily lives of 
celebrities.

Sheila : I’m interested in learning about what’s 
going on in the world. 

Who can watch the same kind of TV 
programme together?

A) David- Peter B) Peter- Sheila

C) Jason-Sheila D) David-Sheila

27. Richard : What sports are you interested in?
George : I really like cycling and swimming.  

.......................................... ? 
Richard : Well, I don’t really enjoy cycling, but 

I sometimes swim on the weekend. 
My favorite sport is soccer.

Which of the following completes the 
conversation?

A) What about you

B) Do you enjoy riding a bike

C) What’s your favorite after-school activity

D) Are you interested in swimming

28. A research company asked 100 teenagers about 
their favourite type of movies. Here are the 
results:

 

30%

25%

15%

10%

15%

5%
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Romance

Comedies

Science fic�on

Ac�on films

Horror films

Documentaries

What’s your favorite film?

Which of the following is NOT correct 
according to the graph above?

A Documentaries are less popular than any 
other film type in the graph.

B) More than half of the teenagers prefer 
watching love stories and funny films.

C) The teenagers enjoy frightening films more 
than the movies about space and future life 
on other planets.

D) The teenagers are interested in funny films 
more than action films.
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29. 

NATURE LOVERS CLUB

Stop destroying the habitats of animals.

Support laws to protect wildlife.

Don’t cut down trees!

........................................................

I. Take precautions against the global 
warming.

II. Don’t wear fur.

III. Stop polluting water sources.

IV. Stop planting more trees.

Which of the following does NOT complete the table? 

A) I  B) II C) III D) IV

30. Jason took a quiz one hour ago. He wrote “T” for TRUE and “F” for FALSE next to each sentence. Each correct 
answer was ten points. Here is his quiz paper:

T 1. Hunt To chase and kill animals

T 2. Stripe A long, narrow band of color different from its surface

F 3. A squirrel A small animal with a long tail. It climbs trees and eats nuts.

F 4. Carnivore An animal that feeds on only meat.

F 5. A shark
A large sea animal, similar to a fish, with a long nose. They are intelligent 
and friendly.

How many points did Jason get in this vocabulary quiz?

A) 20 B) 30 C) 40 D) 50
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